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Enjoy sound 
in perfect  
harmony.

Rely on your  
partner in  

natural hearing.

Wireless charging
Signia’s Styletto Connect comes with an inductive 
charger: the hearing aids start charging automatically 
when you place them in the charger and turn on 
automatically when you take them out.

Small, discreet, sophisticated
Sitting almost unnoticeably behind your ear, Styletto 
Connect offers our most natural sound and our highest 
hearing performance as well as superior connectivity in a 
sleek design.

For most levels of hearing loss
Styletto Connect tackles a wide range of hearing loss  
from mild to severe so you can enjoy the natural  
sounds of life.

Hearing your own voice
Many hearing aid wearers do not like the sound of 
their own voice as it can sound loud and unnatural.  
Signia’s Styletto Connect solves this: its Own Voice 
Processing (OVP™) provides you with a natural 
sounding own voice combined with optimal hearing 
of all other sounds for our most pleasant, natural 
listening experience.

Speech in noise
Thanks to its Speech Quality, Styletto Connect 
enables you to hear speech clearly in all situations 
through advanced noise suppression technologies. 
This makes it easier for you to understand your 
conversation partner in very noisy environments such 
as a restaurant or a conference.

Conversation while moving
The 3D Classifier of Styletto Connect provides 
optimal hearing of your own voice and your acoustic 
environment even when moving – it automatically 
adjusts the settings based on the myControl App’s 
motion data.

Crystal clear sound
Styletto Connect’s Sound Clarity offers our most 
natural, lifelike sound in all environments.

S t y l e t t o  C o n n e c t

I T ’ S  M O R E 
T H A N  J U S T  A 
H E A R I N G  A I D .
It’s a revolution in style, streaming, 
and charging-on-the-go.

Where would you go with Styletto?
Visit signiausa.com/signia-story



Facts and features.MEET 
ELIZABETH 
MONTE.
HEARING AID WEARER, MODEL, AND 
MUSIC LOVER.

Elizabeth Monte lost part of her hearing when 
she was a child, but that has not stopped her 
from helping other people lead richer, more 
fulfilling lives. When she’s not on set in front 
of the camera, she works as a life coach. And 
on weekends, Elizabeth enjoys salsa dancing 
at the coolest jazz clubs in town.

But when it comes to hearing aids, the lack of 
devices that match her active lifestyle in look and 
feel as well as high-tech hearing could prove a 
problem. “Anyone who’s watched a movie at home 
or tried to whisper sweet nothings to me knows. 
At some point I get embarrassed saying ‘What?’ in 
conversations and so I just smile and nod.”

Styletto Connect enables her to understand every 
single word in conversations. Its sleek, distinctive 
design also looks like a cool piece of wearable 
tech. With Bluetooth® built-in, Elizabeth can stream 
her phone calls, music, or her favorite TV shows 
straight into her Styletto Connect. And the elegant, 
pocket-sized charging case gives her up to four 
days’ use of these incredible rechargeable hearing 
aids without having to go near a plug or cable.

The world‘s first rechargeable SLIM-RIC 
combining style and binaural direct streaming.

•  Exceptional style – SLIM-RIC hearing 
instruments that can be worn with confidence  

•  Portable rechargeability – Hearing aids run 
all day on a single charge, and the portable 
case offers another three full days of 
charging-on-the-go

•  A natural hearing experience – Signia Nx 
technology allows for the most natural own 
voice and clear sound in every situation

•  Complete connectivity – Easily connect with 
your smartphones and other smart devices 
for streaming and convenience

S T Y L E T T O  C O N N E C T

LEARN MORE ABOUT ELIZABETH AND OTHER 
AMBASSADORS AND DISCOVER HOW TO 
SHARE YOUR OWN STORY ONLINE at 
signiausa.com/signia-story.

Connect easily 
for full control.

Telephone 
Stream phone calls directly from your iPhone (and with 
StreamLine Mic from all smartphones) to your hearing 
aids for complete convenience.

Music 
Listen to your favorite music streamed directly into 
your hearing aids from your Apple device (and with 
StreamLine Mic from any device with Bluetooth) for an 
outstanding sound experience.

TV
Stream audio from your television directly into your  
hearing aids with StreamLine TV.

Remote control
Change Styletto Connect’s settings remotely using the 
myControl App* or the miniPocket.

StreamLine TV

myControl™ App

miniPocket

StreamLine Mic


